FALL 2017 CALENDAR OF EVENTS

OCTOBER

1  CSU Fall 2018 Application Filing Period Begins  10:00am – 2:00pm  CD&TC
3  UC Santa Cruz (Appointment Required)  11:00am – 1:00pm  Rotunda
3  Stan State Ambassador (Table Walk-in)  10:00am – 2:00pm  CD&TC
4  CSU Stanislaus (Appointment Required)  9:00am – 2:00pm  CD&TC
4  CSU Application Workshop  2:00pm – 4:00pm  CD&TC
4  UC Merced (Appointment Required)  9:00am – 3:00pm  CD&TC
4  Stanislaus State Teacher Recruitment (Table)  11:00am – 1:00pm  Rotunda
5  CSU/UC Application Drop-in Assistance  10:00am – 2:00pm  CD&TC
5  Liberal Studies Workshop (Brandman University)  11:00am – 12:00pm  CD&TC
9  CSU/UC Application Drop-in Assistance  10:00am – 2:00pm  CD&TC
10 Strategies for a successful Transfer to a UC WS  11:00am – 12:00  CD&TC
10 Cover Letter/Resume Building Workshop  2:00pm - 3:30pm  CD&TC
11 UC Merced (Appointment Required)  9:00am – 3:00pm  CD&TC
11 UC Santa Barbara (Appointment Required)  1:00pm – 5:00pm  CD&TC
16 CAL State East Bay (Appointment Required)  11:00am – 2:00pm  CD&TC
17 University of the Pacific (Appointment Required)  10:00am – 3:00pm  CD&TC
17 Stan State Ambassador (Table Walk-in)  11:00am – 1:00pm  Rotunda
17 Stanislaus State Teacher Recruitment (Table)  11:00am – 1:00pm  Rotunda
18 UC Merced (Appointment Required)  9:00am – 3:00pm  CD&TC
18 Liberal Studies Workshop (Brandman University)  1:00pm – 2:00pm  CD&TC
18 UC Application & Personal Statement Workshop  11:00am – 12:00pm  CD&TC
18 UC Application & Personal Statement Workshop  2:00pm – 3:00pm  CD&TC
19 Interviewing Strategies  2:00pm - 3:00pm  CD&TC
24 Strategies for Successful Transfer to a CSU WS  11:00am – 3:00pm  CD&TC
25 CSU Fresno (Appointment Required)  10:00am – 3:00pm  CD&TC
25 CSU Stanislaus (Appointment Required)  9:00am – 2:00pm  CD&TC
25 CSU/UC Application Drop-in Assistance  10:00am – 2:00pm  CD&TC
25 CSU Application Workshop  2:00pm – 4:00pm  CD&TC
26 Cover Letter/Resume Building Workshop  2:00pm - 3:30pm  CD&TC
31 University of the Pacific (Appointment Required)  10:00am – 3:00pm  CD&TC
31 Stanislaus State Teacher Recruitment Workshop  1:00pm – 2:00pm  CD&TC

Reserve your seat!
CD&TC – Career Development & Transfer Center
(209) 575-6239  STUDENT CENTER (East Campus)
Updated: 9/29/17
**November**

1. UC Fall 2018 Application Filing Period Begins
2. CSU Stanislaus (Appointment Required) 9:00am – 4:00pm CD&TC
3. CSU/UC Application Drop-in Assistance 10:00am – 2:00pm CD&TC
4. Getting to know your Career & Transfer Resources 10:00am – 11:00am CD&TC
5. Interviewing Strategies 2:00pm - 3:30pm CD&TC
6. CAL State East Bay (Appointment Required) 11:00am – 2:00pm CD&TC
7. Stan State Fresno (Appointment Required) 10:00am – 3:00pm CD&TC
8. Stan State Ambassador (Table Walk-in) 11:00am – 1:00pm Rotunda
9. UC Application & Personal Statement Workshop 1:00pm – 2:00pm CD&TC
10. UC Merced (Appointment Required) 9:00am – 3:00pm CD&TC
11. Stanislaus State Teacher Recruitment (Table) 11:00am – 1:00pm Rotunda
12. Liberal Studies Workshop (Brandman University) 10:00am – 11:00am CD&TC
13. University of the Pacific (Appointment Required) 10:00am – 3:00pm CD&TC
14. CSU/UC Application Assistance Party 2:00pm – 8:00pm CD&TC
15. CSU Stanislaus (Appointment Required) 9:00am – 4:00pm CD&TC
16. CSU/UC Application Drop-in Assistance 10:00am – 2:00pm CD&TC
17. Getting to know your Career & Transfer Resources 10:00am – 11:00am CD&TC
18. UC Santa Cruz (Appointment Required) 10:00am – 2:00pm CD&TC
19. UC Santa Cruz (Appointment Required) 10:00am – 2:00pm CD&TC
20. University of the Pacific (Appointment Required) 10:00am – 3:00pm CD&TC
21. CSU Stanislaus (Appointment Required) 9:00am – 4:00pm CD&TC
22. CSU Stanislaus (Appointment Required) 9:00am – 4:00pm CD&TC
23. UC Merced (Appointment Required) 9:00am – 3:00pm CD&TC
24. CSU/UC Application Drop-in Assistance 10:00am – 2:00pm CD&TC
25. CSU/UC Application Drop-in Assistance 10:00am – 2:00pm CD&TC
26. University of the Pacific (Appointment Required) 10:00am – 3:00pm CD&TC
27. Stan State Ambassador (Table Walk-in) 11:00am – 1:00pm Rotunda
28. University of the Pacific (Appointment Required) 10:00am – 3:00pm CD&TC
29. CU Santa Cruz (Appointment Required) 10:00am – 2:00pm CD&TC
30. CSU Stanislaus (Appointment Required) 9:00am – 4:00pm CD&TC

**December**

4. CAL State East Bay (Appointment Required) 11:00am – 2:00pm CD&TC
5. University of the Pacific (Appointment Required) 10:00am – 3:00pm CD&TC
6. Stan State Ambassador (Table Walk-in) 11:00am – 1:00pm Rotunda
7. Getting to know your Career & Transfer Resources 10:00am – 11:00am CD&TC
8. CSU Stanislaus State (Appointment Required) 9:00am – 4:00pm CD&TC
9. Stanislaus State Teacher Recruitment Workshop 11:00am – 12:00pm CD&TC
10. Stanislaus State Teacher Recruitment (Table) 11:00am – 1:00pm Rotunda

Reserve your seat!
CD&TC – Career Development & Transfer Center
(209) 575-6239 **STUDENT CENTER** (East Campus)
Updated: 9/29/17